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INTEGER-VALUED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS II 

BY 

H. SUBRAMANIAN 

We follow [6] and [7] for all terminologies. The purpose of this note is to prove 

THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be any two integer-compact spaces. The following are 
equivalent: 

(1) X is homeomorphic to Y. 

(2) C(X, Z) and C{ Y, Z) are isomorphic as rings. 

(3) C(X, Z) and C( F, Z) are isomorphic as lattices. 

(4) C(X, Z) and C( Y, Z) are isomorphic as p.o. groups. 

(5) C(X, Z) and C( Y, Z) are isomorphic as multiplicative semigroups. 

When X and Y are real-compact spaces, the above result is known with Z 
replaced by R [3]. The above theorem itself was proved in [7] under the assumptions 
that X and Y are compact. 

We digress a little in order to prove the theorem. Let R be a commutative 
/-semisimple/-ring with unit element, and ^£(R) its space of maximal /-ideals with 
hull-kernel topology. A (proper) lattice-prime ideal P of R is said to be [6] associated 
with a point M e Jt(R) if 

y(M) < x(M), xeP => yeP, for every x, y e R, 

where r{M) stands for the canonical homomorphic image of r e R in R/M. Let 
[M] denote all the lattice-prime ideals of R which are associated with M e Jt(R). 
We assemble below some known results to facilitate convenient reading. 

(A) {[M] | M e ~#(if)} defines a partition of the set of all lattice-prime ideals 
ofH[6]. 

(B) The equivalence relation generated by set inclusion gives the same par
tition [6]. 

(C) ~d(R) is determined by the lattice R [6]. 
(D) If R=C(X,Z), MeJ/(R), R/M is either isomorphic to Z or has no 

countable cofinal subset [1]. 
(E) If R = C(X, R), M G Jt(R\ R/M is either isomorphic to R or has no count

able cofinal subset [2]. 
(F) A subset S of C(X, Z) is a maximal /-ideal if and only if it is a minimal 

prime ideal [7]. 
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Let R be just a commutative ring with unit element in (G) and (H). 
(G) A prime ideal M of R is minimal prime if and only if for every x e R, 

xe M implies that there exists y e R such that y $ M and xy is nilpotent [4]. 
(H) An ideal of the multiplicative semigroup R is minimal prime if and only if 

it is a minimal prime ring ideal [4]. 

Considering each [M], M e Jt{R) as a p.o. set (by set inclusion), we prove 

THEOREM 2. The following are equivalent for any M e Jé{K). 

(1) [M] has a countable cofinal subset. 

(2) [M] has a countable subset, whose set union is R. 

(3) R/M has a countable cofinal subset. 

Proof. For any reR, let P(r)={xeR \ x(M)<r(M)}. Then reP(r) and 
P(r) e [M], 

(1) => (2). Let {Pn}n6N be cofinal in [M]. For every r e R, we have some n e N 
such that P ( r ) ç P n . Thus L U N A I ^ . 

(2) => (3). Let {Pn}neN^[M] be such that UneN-Pn = ^ . For each B G N , take 
some x n 6 i ? such that xn ^Pn . Now for any x e i ? , xePn for some « e N ; then, 
x(M) < xn(Af ). Otherwise, xn(M) < x(M) will imply that xn e Pn , because ;c G Pn. 
Thus {xn(M)}neN is cofinal in i?/Af. 

(3) => (1). Let {xn(Af)}neN be cofinal in i?/M. Then {P(xn)}neN is cofinal in [M]. 
For, if P e [M], take some y $P. We see, as in (2) => (3), that for every xeP, 
x(M)<y(M). Now y(M)<xn(M) for some « e N . SO P ^ P n for that particular 
« G N . 

Using the results (A)-(E) quoted before, we have 

COROLLARY 1. If X is an integer-compact space, the lattice C(X, Z) determines X. 

COROLLARY 2. If X is a real-compact space, the lattice C(X, R) determines X. 

REMARK 1. Corollary 1 was a problem unanswered in [7]. Corollary 2 answers 
the problem in [6], viz. whether this result of Shirota [5] follows from the main 
result of [6]. 

REMARK 2. Similar to Theorem 2, we have proved earlier [7] that R/M is non-
archimedian if and only if there exists P e [M] such that P contains all of 
{1, 2 , . . . , « , . . . } . It should be noted however that the archimedian property of 
R/M as such is not characterized by the lattice R. The required counter-example 
is the lattice isomorphism between Q and Q[X]. 

Let now R be a commutative ring with unit element and without nonzero nil-
potent elements; and, M a given minimal prime ideal of JR. We have 

THEOREM 3. The multiplicative semigroup R/M is determined by the multiplicative 
semigroup R. 
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Proof. Consider any x, y e R. By using ((?), it can be shown that x=y modulo M 
if and only if there exists some r e R such that r$M and xr=yr. The desired result 
is immediate. 

Taking R=C(X, Z) a n d M e ^ ) , we see, using (D), that R/M is either iso
morphic to Z or uncountable. (F) and (H) now imply 

COROLLARY. If X is an integer-compact space, the multiplicative semigroup 
C(X, Z) determines X. 

We conclude with 

Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly (1) implies all the other conditions. (2) => (1) is 
known [7]. (3) => (1) and (5) => (1) are proved above. (4) => (3) because any order-
group isomorphism between two l.o. groups preserves the lattice structures also. 
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